The bright and dark sides of motivation as predictors of enjoyment, intention, and exercise persistence
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Objective: The present study aimed to examine the bright and dark sides of motivation, based on self-determination theory, as predictors of enjoyment, intention to continue exercising, and exercise persistence. In addition, we analyzed the mediation role of each variable and tested the model invariance between male and female exercisers.

Methods: A total of 575 gym exercisers (female = 230) aged between 18 and 65 years (M = 34.07; SD = 11.47) participated in this study. All participants had at least 6 months of regular exercise practice; exercise frequency of the participants ranged from 2 to 7 sessions per week (M = 3.52; SD = 1.28) and training sessions lasted approximately 30 and 120 minutes (M = 61.54; SD = 17.64). Participants completed a multisection questionnaire assessing interpersonal behaviors, basic psychological needs satisfaction and frustration, behavioral regulations, enjoyment, and intentions to continue exercising. Exercise persistence was assessed 6 months after initial assessment using gym computer system attendance records. Several analyses, namely, confirmatory factor analysis, structural equation modeling, serial mediation analysis, and structural invariance testing, were performed to increase theoretical and empirical knowledge.

Results: Positive associations were observed among the bright side of motivation, enjoyment, intention to continue exercising, and persistence. On the other hand, the dark side of motivation was negatively associated with the bright side constructs, enjoyment, intention, and exercise persistence. Both measurement [$\chi^2$(370) = 1496.708, $\chi^2$/df = 4.05; B-S P < .001, CFI = 0.907, TLI = 0.901, SRMR = 0.056, RMSEA = 0.073 (CI 90% = 0.063, 0.083)] and structural models [$\chi^2$(393) = 2484.994, $\chi^2$/df = 6.323; B-S P < .001, CFI = 0.908, TLI = 0.900, SRMR = 0.075, RMSEA = 0.071 (CI 90% = 0.067, 0.075)] displayed acceptable fit to the data. The results also showed that basic psychological needs satisfaction, autonomous motivation, enjoyment, and intention to continue exercising were significant mediators. However, enjoyment had the highest effect on exercise persistence. In addition, structural model invariance was confirmed between male and female exercisers.

Conclusion: Motivational determinants have implications for predicting emotional, cognitive, and behavior-related outcomes. Individuals should perceive exercise
instructors as supportive and exercising as a fun activity to endorse long-term exercise persistence.
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## 1 | INTRODUCTION

Exercise participation is of the upmost importance, as it represents a healthy way to reduce chronic diseases and mortality. However, according to the last Eurobarometer survey, over 65% of the European population is physically inactive, and individuals report lack of time and motivation as the main reasons for being sedentary. In fact, motivation seems to be the most important variable explaining exercise participation. In recent years, self-determination theory (SDT) has been used as the “go to framework” for defining the impact of motivational determinants on emotional, cognitive, and behavioral outcomes in an exercise context. In this regard, Vallerand proposed the Hierarchical Model of Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation (HMIEM) to explain how different levels of generality—global (environment), contextual (domains in life), and situational (personal state)—are responsible for an individual’s behavior. According to the HMIEM sequence, social factors (eg, perceived interpersonal behaviors from exercise instructors) affect different types of motivation, depending on how basic psychological needs (BPN: autonomy, competence, and relatedness) are met. Contingent on the quality of behavior motivation (autonomous and controlled motivation), behavior motivation can lead to different emotional, cognitive, or self-reported behavioral outcomes.

Nevertheless, few studies have tested the full sequence of the HMIEM by considering the bright and dark sides of the SDT tenets. In addition, several studies suggest that the theoretical sequence can be extended, whereby an emotional outcome (ie, enjoyment) could predict a cognitive outcome (ie, intention to perform the behavior in the future). Since intention to continue exercising is the most proximal determinant of behavior enactment, it is possible to speculate that higher levels of enjoyment would predict higher levels of intention, resulting in higher rates of behavior commitment (eg, exercise persistence). Thus, to test this hypothetical model is of the upmost importance, since, to the best of our knowledge, no study has ever considered “expanding” the HMIEM by considering both sides of motivation and objectively measuring behavioral persistence in the exercise context.

### 1.1 | Theoretical framework

The first part of the HMIEM explains how the environment (eg, social factors) influences psychological mediators. In other words, perceived interpersonal behaviors from others (in this study, exercise instructors’ behaviors) will determine the satisfaction or frustration of BPN. In terms of exercise, several studies have shown that perceived supportive behaviors (eg, perception of positive feedback and emotional connection from the exercise instructor) are positively associated with BPN satisfaction. On the other hand, thwarting behaviors (eg, perception of negative feedback and social exclusion) have been associated with BPN frustration. Ryan and Deci propose that perceived supportive and thwarting behaviors would have a significant association with BPN satisfaction and frustration, respectively.

The next part of the causal sequence explains how the satisfaction and/or frustration impacts behavioral regulation toward exercising. Teixeira and Silva have revealed in exercise settings that BPN satisfaction is positive and significantly related to autonomous motivation (ie, individuals partake in the behavior because they value the activity), whereas negative and significantly associated with controlled motivation (ie, the person engages in the behavior to obtain external rewards or to avoid negative consequences such as guilt). Conversely, BPN frustration has a negative relationship with autonomous and a positive with controlled motivation, as demonstrated theoretically and empirically.

The last part of the HMIEM explains how motivational regulations are associated with cognitive, emotional, and behavioral consequences. In the context under analysis, previous results show that autonomous motivation has a positive, although controlled motivation a negative, relationship with enjoyment. In addition, higher levels of autonomous motivation have been shown to represent higher degrees of intention toward exercising in the future. Other studies have demonstrated that autonomous motivation was positively associated with exercise persistence and adherence, whereas controlled motivation had an inverse effect.

Recently, Monteiro and Pelletier tested the impact of enjoyment (ie, emotional outcome) on intention to continue practicing sports (ie, cognitive outcome) in 799 swimmers. The results showed a positive and significant association...
between these factors, explaining the mediating role of enjoyment between autonomous motivation and intention. In this regard, higher levels of intention to continue behavior performance seem crucial, since Ajzen\textsuperscript{11} has stated it theoretically as the most proximal determinant. Higher levels encourage exercise participation; thus, acting without intent is more likely to promote dropout.\textsuperscript{19,20} Therefore, autonomous motivation may not necessarily be a single determinant of exercise participation, since enjoyment and intention to continue can likewise influence its performance on the long term.

1.2 | Present research

To the best of our knowledge, few studies have tested the HMIEM sequence in exercise,\textsuperscript{16} or in similar domains.\textsuperscript{9,10} However, studies considering the bright (perceived supportive behaviors, BPN satisfaction, and autonomous motivation) and dark (perceived thwarting behaviors, BPN frustration, and controlled motivation) sides of motivation are scarce,\textsuperscript{8} and, in an exercise context, these studies are almost nonexistent. In addition, studies expanding the HMIEM, considering the prediction of one outcome to another (eg, enjoyment → intention), are uncommon,\textsuperscript{9} and to the best of our knowledge, no study has measured and added observable outcomes, such as behavior persistence on the model sequence. This gap in the literature regarding the effect of enjoyment on behavioral intentions and behavioral performance has been previously reported\textsuperscript{21} and highlighted by systematic reviews,\textsuperscript{22,23} showing the particular importance of enjoyment and intentions on behavior enactment.

In the present study, in addition to the hypothetical model based on HMEIM, two mediation models will be carried out: one model testing the dark side and the other model considering the bright side of motivation constructs. Invariance analysis will also be performed to examine the adequacy of the structural model between male and female exercisers.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Participants and procedures

Exchanging sample characteristics, 575 Portuguese gym exercisers (female = 230) aged between 18 and 65 years (M = 34.07; SD = 11.47) participated in this study. All participants had at least 6 months of regular exercise practice, the self-reported exercise frequency ranged from 2 to 7 sessions per week (M = 3.52; SD = 1.28), and each training session lasted between 30 and 120 minutes (M = 61.54; SD = 17.64).

Ethical approval (registration reference: CE-UBI-pJ-2018-044:ID683) was obtained prior to data collection. Subsequently, the study’s objectives and data collection procedures were explained to several gym managers. After approval, gym members were contacted at the reception desk during different periods of the day and were asked to participate voluntarily in this study. We specifically asked for permission to collect data regarding the frequency of the use of their gym, reinforcing anonymity and confidentiality. Informed consent was obtained before delivering the questionnaires and membership number to observe if exercise persistence had been attained.

Data regarding motivational determinants, enjoyment, and intention were collected, and participants’ exercise persistence was assessed 6 months after initial assessment using gym attendance system computer records. Gym exercisers received no compensation for their participation. The time required for the completion of the questionnaires was approximately 15 minutes.

2.2 | Measures

2.2.1 | Perceived interpersonal behaviors

The Interpersonal Behavior Questionnaire (IBQ) Portuguese version in exercise,\textsuperscript{24} assessing supportive and thwarting behaviors, was used. The 24-item scale (four items per factor) measures autonomy (item 1: “My exercise instructor supports my choices”), competence (item 9: “My exercise instructor encourages me to improve my skills”), and relatedness (item 5: “My exercise instructor really likes to spend time with me”) support, as well as autonomy (item 8: “My exercise instructor imposes his opinions”), competence (item 22: “My exercise instructor questions my ability to overcome challenges”), and relatedness (item 24: “My exercise instructor does not build empathy with me”) thwarting, regarding exercisers’ perception of fitness instructors’ behaviors during gym activities. Participants were asked to respond to the IBQ based on their perceptions of need-supportive and need-thwarting behaviors taking into account the instructor they have had the most often contact with during their weekly training sessions. Participants responded using a Likert-type scale ranging from 1—“do not agree” to 7—“totally agree” for each item, and two composite factors were created as follows: perceived supportive and thwarting interpersonal behaviors. The confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) of the IBQ in the present study displayed the following fit: $\chi^2$(237) = 473.030, $\chi^2$/df = 1.979; B-S $P < .001$, CFI = 0.950, TLI = 0.930, SRMR = 0.041, RMSEA = 0.045 (CI 90% = 0.036, 0.053).
2.2.2 | Basic need satisfaction and frustration

The Basic Psychological Need Satisfaction and Frustration Scale Portuguese version in exercise (BPNSFS-E) was used to assess autonomy (item 1: “When I exercise I feel a sense of choice and freedom in the exercises I undertake”), competence (item 5: “When I exercise I feel confident that I can do exercises well”), and relatedness (item 9: “When I exercise I feel connected with others in the gym”) satisfaction, as well as autonomy (item 8: “When I exercise I feel forced to do training sessions I would not choose to do”), competence (item 12: “When I exercise I feel disappointed with my performance”), and relatedness (item 1: “When I exercise I feel that the relationships I have at the gym are just superficial”) frustration. Participants responded to items using a 5-point scale ranging from 1—“totally disagree” to 5—“totally agree”, and two composite factors were created, one composite factor for BPN satisfaction and one composite factor for BPN frustration. Similar procedures have been used in the past, and those previous procedures support the use of this scale in Portuguese exercisers. The CFA of the BPNSFS in the present study displayed the following fit: \( \chi^2(237) = 831.845, \chi^2/df = 2.78; B-S P < .001, CFI = 0.961, TLI = 0.949, SRMR = 0.071, RMSEA = 0.064 \) (CI 90% = 0.057, 0.069).

2.2.3 | Behavioral regulations

The Behavioral Regulation Exercise Questionnaire (BREQ-3) Portuguese version was used, measuring all six behavioral regulations according to the SDT motivational continuum. This 18-item version scale measures amotivation (item 1: “I do not see why I have to exercise”), introjected (item 3: “I exercise because I feel guilty when I fail a training session”), identified (item 16: “I exercise because I value the benefits of exercising”), integrated (item 5: “I exercise because it is related to my life goals”), and intrinsic (item 12: “I exercise because I like my training sessions”) motivation. Participants answered items using a 5-point scale anchored from 0—“totally disagree” to 5—“totally agree” on how they perceive their motivation when exercising, and two composite factors were created, one composite factor for autonomous (intrinsically integrated, and identified regulation) and another composite factor for controlled motivation (introjected and external regulation, and amotivation), reducing the number of parameters to be estimated and to avoid collinearity issues. It is worth noting that although some authors suggest that amotivation stands for “the lack of motivation to act on a certain behavior” and should therefore not be considered as controlled motivation, we use this term because of several scientific advances. Jowett and Adie have shown that amotivation is located on the same continuum as the other behavior regulations, next to external regulation without discontinuity. These authors also explain that the mere occurrence of the behavior indicates that at least some motivation is present, even if the individual feels confused or helpless with respect to behavior participation. Past studies support the use of this scale for measuring behavioral regulations in Portuguese exercisers. The measurement model of BREQ-3 in the present study displayed the following fit: \( \chi^2(120) = 384.421, \chi^2/df = 3.20; B-S P < .001, CFI = 0.938, TLI = 0.921, SRMR = 0.057, RMSEA = 0.062 \) (CI 90% = 0.055, 0.069).

2.2.4 | Enjoyment

The Physical Activity Enjoyment Scale (PACES) Portuguese version was used. This 8-item (eg, “It is very stimulating”) scale assesses the level of agreement on enjoyment when exercising using a 7-point scale ranging from 1—“totally disagree” to 7—“totally agree.” Recent studies support the use of this scale in Portuguese exercisers. The measurement model of PACES in the present study displayed the following fit: \( \chi^2(21) = 304.006, \chi^2/df = 14.48; B-S P < .001, CFI = 0.933, TLI = 0.911, SRMR = 0.049, RMSEA = 0.054 \) (CI 90% = 0.044, 0.64).

2.2.5 | Intention to continue exercising

We followed Ajzen recommendations and created three items to evaluate intention to continue exercising after 6 months: “I will continue to exercise in the next 6 months as I currently do or in a very similar way (same type, frequency, duration and intensity),” “I plan to continue practicing physical exercise in the next six months as I do today or in a very similar way (same type, frequency, duration and intensity),” and “I will continue to practice physical exercise in the next six months as I currently practice or in a very similar way (same type, frequency, duration and intensity).” A 7-point Likert scale anchored from 1—“absolutely not” to 7—“absolutely yes” was used to respond to these items.

2.2.6 | Exercise persistence

Researchers encoded the participants’ persistence based on a computer record gym attendance system. The participants’ exercise persistence was evaluated based on a similar weekly frequency at the gym compared to the self-reported levels of frequency of each participant at the beginning of the assessment, during 6 months.
The participants’ persistence was coded as 1 (“persistent”) if they maintained their self-reported frequency. Participants who have quit, who have not returned to practice, or had a significantly different weekly exercise frequency compared to what has been self-reported were coded 0 (“non-persistent”). Gucciardi and Jackson31 and Sarrazin et al32 have also used this dichotomic coding system in the past, presenting reliable results. The 6-month criterion used in this study was based on the following: (a) individuals who exercise regularly for at least six months have lower intention to dropout,33 and (b) dropout rates are approximately 50% in the first 6 months, thus stabilizing from this period onwards.34

2.3 | Statistical analysis

Data from questionnaires with missing values ≤ 5% were imputed using the multiple imputation (MI) method according to Allison35 using IBM SPSS Statistics v23. Participants were excluded for analysis if they had missing values > 5%. Possible univariate (c > 3.00) and multivariate (D2 = p1 < 0.001, p2 < 0.001) outliers were also excluded from analysis.36

The mean, standard deviations, bivariate correlations, and composite reliability were observed for all study variables. Next, a two-step maximum likelihood (ML) approach following Kline37 recommendations was performed using IBM SPSS AMOS v23. First, a CFA was conducted to test the psychometric properties of the model. Average variance extracted (AVE) to evaluate convergent validity was calculated, and scores ≥ 0.50 were defined as acceptable.38 Discriminant validity was confirmed when AVE scores were higher than the squared correlation across constructs of the measurement model.39,40 Second, a structural equation model (SEM) to test model fit was performed, and direct and indirect effects among all constructs were analyzed. Analysis of both CFA and SEM was performed according to the traditional absolute and incremental indexes: comparative fit index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), standard root mean residual (SRMR), root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), and its confidence interval of 90% (CI, 90%). For these indexes, recommendations from several authors41-45 were followed: CFI and TLI ≥ 0.90, SRMR and RMSEA ≤ 0.8.

Regarding the parameters to be estimated (ie, 72 parameters), Kline37 recommends a 10:1 ratio (participants per parameter to be estimated), which was not performed in present study. However, according to Worthington and Whittaker40 and Hair and Black,38 a 5:1 ratio is acceptable to conduct CFA and SEM analyses, as used in this study. As a complementary sample size analysis, G*Power v3.145 software was used to calculate the minimum required sample size. Past studies42,43 have used this program as a way of determining sample size when the number of participants did not adhere to the recommended 10:1 ratio or the minimum 5:1 ratio. Thus, as a complementary analysis, G*Power 3.1 was used to calculate the required sample size,41 including the following parameters: anticipated effect size of f2 = 0.01, α = 0.05, and statistical power = 0.95, suggesting a minimum of 287 participants, which was respected in this study.

2.3.1 | Serial mediation analysis

To further understand the proposed model, serial mediation procedures according to Hayes44 recommendations were performed using SPSS PROCESS v3.3. This analysis adds details about understanding the mediator’s role on the outcome variable.

Considering the hypothetical SEM previously analyzed, no pre-defined serial mediation model presented by SPSS PROCESS v3.3 could adequately analyze the direct and indirect effects accounting for other possible interactions. Therefore, based on model 6 in SPSS PROCESS v3.3, which allows several serial mediators analyses, a specific matrix and syntax in order to account for this issue was created. Examining mediation model I (BPN satisfaction, autonomous motivation, enjoyment, and intention) and mediation model II (BPN frustration, controlled motivation, enjoyment, and intention), both models contained four serial mediators, and covariances were integrated along with specific mediation paths in order to account for possible variable interactions, better representing the hypothetical model. Adding covariances without restricted path interactions in mediation models may affect all mediators and dependent variables and possibly reduce model understanding.44 Considering the theoretical implications and previous SEM model specifications, in model I, thwarting interpersonal behaviors (on all mediators and the dependent variable), BPN frustration (on controlled motivation, enjoyment, intention to continue exercising and the dependent variable), and controlled motivation (on enjoyment, intention to continue exercising, and the dependent variable) were defined as specific path covariates. In model II, the same approach was used with the bright side of motivation constructs. Bootstrap with 10 000 samples was used, and the confidence interval (95%) estimate was calculated. In the case of mediation, the ratio of total indirect effect over total effect (PNM) will be presented to quantify the strength of mediation.45

2.3.2 | Multigroup analysis

In terms of multigroup analysis, our aim was to test structural invariance between male and female exercisers and to
assess model adequacy in groups with different characteristics; to this end, an analysis was performed in line with previous authors.\textsuperscript{36,46} First, we analyzed if the structural model presented a good fit to the data in male and female exercisers. Multigroup analysis was then performed according to Byrne,\textsuperscript{36} comparing the unconstrained model with the constrained models in terms of measurement weights, structural weights, measurement intercepts, structural residuals, and measurement residuals. Invariance assumptions were verified through the differences in CFI (ΔCFI) using <0.01 as cutoff values.\textsuperscript{36,46} IBM SPSS AMOS v23 to perform multigroup analysis was used.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Preliminary analysis

The data were imputed in five participants who showed missing values <5% in all questionnaires; thus, no univariate or multivariate outliers were found. Descriptive statistics indicated no deviations from normality (skewness ranged from −1.98 to +1.98; kurtosis ranged from −7 to +7). However, Mardia’s coefficient for multivariate kurtosis exceeded expected values (>5). Therefore, a Bollen-Stine (B-S) of 2000 samples for the subsequent analysis was imputed following Nevitt and Hancock\textsuperscript{47} recommendations. Last, to verify possible collinearity issues, the variance inflation factor (VIF) was analyzed. The VIF results showed scores below 10, rejecting the hypothesis of collinearity inflation factor (VIF) was analyzed. The VIF results showed scores below 10, rejecting the hypothesis of collinearity issues and ensuring the conditions to test the regression model.\textsuperscript{38} Regarding bivariate correlations, bright side motivational constructs were positively correlated with each other, as well as with enjoyment, intention to continue exercising, and exercise persistence. Conversely, dark side motivational constructs were positively and significantly correlated with each other and negatively associated with enjoyment, intention to continue exercising, and exercise persistence. For details, see Table 1.

According to electronic records, of all evaluated participants, 472 participants (82%) exercised at least 2 times a week (M = 2.89; SD = 0.98) during the 6 months after initial assessment, while the other 103 participants in the present study withdrew from exercising during the first 2–4 months after completing questionnaires at initial assessment.

3.2 | Confirmatory factorial analysis and structural equation model

Results from the CFA showed that the model fit the data: $χ^2(370) = 1496.708$, $χ^2/df = 4.05$; B-S $P < .001$, CFI = 0.907, TLI = 0.901, SRMR = 0.056, RMSEA = 0.073 (CI 90% = 0.063, 0.083). Convergent and discriminant validity was achieved, and composite reliability reported scores above acceptable, except for controlled motivation (see Table 2). As in the CFA, the SEM model showed acceptable fit: $χ^2(393) = 2484.994$, $χ^2/df = 6.323$; B-S $P < .001$, CFI = 0.908, TLI = 0.900, SRMR = 0.0754, RMSEA = 0.071 (CI 90% = 0.067, 0.075). As seen in Figure 1, all factor weights were above the cutoff values, except for perceived autonomy thwarting and introjected regulation.

### Table 1 Mean, standard deviation, and correlations between constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th></th>
<th>r</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Perceived Supportive Behaviors</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Perceived Thwarting Behaviors</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>-0.72**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. BPN Satisfaction</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.51**</td>
<td>-0.73**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. BPN Frustration</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-0.39**</td>
<td>0.78**</td>
<td>-0.85**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Autonomous Motivation</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.56**</td>
<td>-0.42**</td>
<td>0.57**</td>
<td>-0.63**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Controlled Motivation</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-0.66**</td>
<td>0.42**</td>
<td>-0.76**</td>
<td>0.46**</td>
<td>-0.66**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Enjoyment</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.55**</td>
<td>-0.27**</td>
<td>0.32**</td>
<td>-0.26**</td>
<td>0.70**</td>
<td>-0.48**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Intention</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.18**</td>
<td>-0.09*</td>
<td>0.10*</td>
<td>-0.10*</td>
<td>0.19**</td>
<td>-0.17**</td>
<td>0.41**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Persistence</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.61**</td>
<td>-0.30**</td>
<td>0.39**</td>
<td>-0.38**</td>
<td>0.67**</td>
<td>-0.51**</td>
<td>0.86**</td>
<td>0.33**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BPN, basic psychological needs; M, mean; r, correlation matrix; SD, standard deviation.
Positive and significant predictions were observed among all the constructs (see Table 3), except for perceived supportive behavior → BPN satisfaction; perceived supportive behavior → BPN frustration; and perceived thwarting behavior → BPN satisfaction. The results display several indirect effects between constructs (see Table 4), enjoyment being the variable with the highest indirect effect on exercise persistence. Looking at explained variance, intentions to continue exercising explained variance was 11% in exercise persistence, and SEM model explained variance was 14% in exercise persistence. To examine construct interactions on persistence in more detail, mediation analysis was conducted.

### 3.3 | Serial mediation analysis

In Figure 2, it is possible to observe the serial mediation effects of different constructs on exercise persistence. In model I, a full mediation appears between supportive behaviors and exercise persistence (β = 0.45 [0.34-0.53]; \( P_M = 0.90 \)). Additionally, enjoyment presented the highest effect on persistence (β = 0.83 [0.80-0.86]). As for mediation sequential influence, autonomous motivation had the highest effect on enjoyment (β = 0.85 [0.72-0.99]).

In model II, no mediation appears between thwarting behaviors and exercise persistence (β = 0.03 [-0.06 to 0.01]), and motivational variables did not have a
significant effect on persistence. Nevertheless, the individual path between enjoyment and exercise persistence presented a significant effect ($\beta = 0.83 \ [0.80-0.86]$), as did the individual path between intention and persistence ($\beta = 0.04 \ [0.01-0.07]$).

### 3.4 Multigroup analysis

The structural model had adequate fit in male [χ²(393) = 1458.796, χ²/df = 3.712; B-S P < .001, CFI = 0.915, TLI = 0.904, SRMR = 0.081, RMSEA = 0.076 (CI 90% = 0.070, 0.082)] and female exercisers [χ²(393) = 1430.063, χ²/df = 3.639; B-S P < .001, CFI = 0.906, TLI = 0.899, SRMR = 0.079, RMSEA = 0.067 (CI 90% = 0.062, 0.073)]. The results showed model invariance between both groups, since invariance assumptions were met (see Table 5).

### 4 DISCUSSION

The aim of the present study was to test an extended HMIEM, exploring the relationship between the bright and dark sides of motivation constructs on enjoyment, intention to continue exercising, and exercise persistence after a 6-month time period. This analysis was conducted according to a previously proposed hypothesis.\(^9,10\)

Examining correlations, positive and significant associations were observed among bright side motivational determinants, enjoyment, intention to continue, and persistence. On the other hand, dark side motivational constructs were positively and significantly correlated with each other, and negatively with bright side constructs, enjoyment, intention, and persistence. These results have been theoretically\(^2\) and systematically supported in exercise settings.\(^3,48\)

#### 4.1 Confirmatory factor analysis and structural equation model

The model for CFA and SEM had a good fit to the data according to several authors.\(^36,38\) In addition, convergent and discriminant validity was achieved, and composite reliability was above the cutoff values, except for controlled motivation (see Table 2 and Figure 1). Perceived autonomy thwarting and introjected regulation had factor weights <0.50 and should have been excluded from the model according to Hair et al.\(^38\) However, these items increased content validity, and their exclusion did not improve model fit. In addition, Hair and Black\(^38\) suggest that rules of thumb are only guidelines and that if the overall measurement model exhibit good fit, then the items should be maintained. The hypothesis for perceived autonomy thwarting’s low factor weight could be explained by participants’ gym activities.

#### Table 3 Path estimates direct effect among constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>CI 95%</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Supportive Behaviors → BPN Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>−0.488/0.815</td>
<td>.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Supportive Behaviors → BPN Frustration</td>
<td>−0.052</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>−0.334/0.217</td>
<td>.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Thwarting Behaviors → BPN Satisfaction</td>
<td>−0.008</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>−0.158/0.192</td>
<td>.728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Thwarting Behaviors → BPN Frustration</td>
<td>0.684</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.328/0.797</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPN Satisfaction → Autonomous Motivation</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.299/0.568</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPN Satisfaction → Controlled Motivation</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.062/0.378</td>
<td>.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPN Frustration → Autonomous Motivation</td>
<td>−0.323</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>−0.468/−0.203</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPN Frustration → Controlled Motivation</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.855/0.958</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous Motivation → Enjoyment</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.643/0.775</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled Motivation → Enjoyment</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.051/0.241</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment → Intention</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.336/0.468</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention → Persistence</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.271/0.399</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: $\beta$, estimate; BPN, basic psychological needs; CI 95%, confidence interval; $P$, level of significance; $R^2$, explained variance.
Since exercisers participated in several different activities (eg, indoor cycling, recreational bodybuilding, or personal training), their perception of fitness instructors’ behaviors could vary to some degree. For example, fitness group instructors execute their preprogrammed classes, and all gym exercisers are encouraged to follow their movements. However, in the cardio/resistance training room, participants exercise according to their own training program, thus having more freedom to select which exercises to perform, in which order and when to perform them. Looking at introjected regulation, the results could be explained by the new theoretical advances made in distinguishing this regulation as more controlled (eg, “I must go to the gym to increase my physical fitness”) or more autonomous (eg, “I am going to work out because I want to increase my physical fitness”) regulated. Past studies49,50 suggest that introjected regulation can be perceived as approach (ie, more proximal to identified regulation) or as avoidance (ie, more proximal to external regulation), resulting in different outcomes. This difference, in turn, could have been accounted for controlled motivation’s low composite reliability score.

### 4.2 Mediation analysis

The results in this study displayed that bright side and, in part, dark side motivational constructs had some indirect effects on persistence. Since significant indirect effects were found between variables under analysis, Hair et al. suggest the need to analyze mediation to support the observed predictions. In addition, to corroborate with SDT universality tenets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>CI 95%</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Supportive Behaviors → Autonomous Motivation</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>−0.598/0.385</td>
<td>.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Supportive Behaviors → Controlled Motivation</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>−0.171/0.442</td>
<td>.593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Supportive Behaviors → Enjoyment</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>−0.302/0.309</td>
<td>.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Supportive Behaviors → Intention</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>−0.086/0.131</td>
<td>.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Supportive Behaviors → Persistence</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>−0.086/0.049</td>
<td>.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Thwarting Behaviors → Autonomous Motivation</td>
<td>−0.234</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>−0.356/−0.085</td>
<td>.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Thwarting Behaviors → Controlled Motivation</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>0.352/0.684</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Thwarting Behaviors → Enjoyment</td>
<td>−0.075</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>−0.691/0.003</td>
<td>.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Thwarting Behaviors → Intention</td>
<td>−0.030</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>−0.298/0.000</td>
<td>.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Thwarting Behaviors → Persistence</td>
<td>−0.010</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>−0.103/0.000</td>
<td>.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPN Satisfaction → Enjoyment</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.242/0.440</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPN Satisfaction → Intention</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.094/0.185</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPN Satisfaction → Persistence</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.028/0.070</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPN Frustration → Enjoyment</td>
<td>−0.095</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>−0.220/0.003</td>
<td>.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPN Frustration → Intention</td>
<td>−0.038</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>−0.091/0.001</td>
<td>.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPN Frustration → Persistence</td>
<td>−0.013</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>−0.034/0.000</td>
<td>.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous Motivation → Intention</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.223/0.339</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous Motivation → Persistence</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.066/0.132</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled Motivation → Intention</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.023/0.103</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled Motivation → Persistence</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.008/0.038</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment → Persistence</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.093/0.185</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: β, estimate; BPN, basic psychological needs; CI 95%, confidence interval; P, level of significance; R², explained variance.
and HMIEM’s causal sequence, it is important to measure the effect of each variable on this contextual setting.

In serial mediation models, the bright side motivational model presented a full mediation (β = 0.45 [0.34-0.53]; P_M = 0.90), which reinforces this study’s previous findings regarding similar model testing and mediators’ influence on persistence. In this model, only the enjoyment mediator presented significant positive indirect effects on persistence (β = 0.30 [0.22-0.39]). However, the sequential mediators’ influence across the model is always significant (supportive behaviors → BPN satisfaction → autonomous motivations → enjoyment → intention → persistence), which aligns with the SDT framework and previously reported studies on bright side constructs on enjoyment, intention, and persistence.9,15 Curiously, the dark side of the motivation model did not present significant direct or indirect effects on persistence. Even enjoyment as an isolated mediator showed a high regression score with persistence (β = 0.83 [0.80-0.86]) but decreased its indirect effect on persistence (β = 0.06 [−0.04-0.26]; BPN Frustration → Enjoyment = −0.08 [−0.22-0.06]; BPN Frustration → Intention = −0.04 [−1.17-0.08]; Controlled Motivation → Intention = −0.07 [−0.18-0.04]

**TABLE 5** Structural invariance analysis between male and female

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Type</th>
<th>χ²</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>χ²/df</th>
<th>Δχ²</th>
<th>Δdf</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>ΔCFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unconstrained Model</td>
<td>2888.913</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>3.675</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement Weights</td>
<td>2904.335</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>3.594</td>
<td>15.422</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Weights</td>
<td>2909.039</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>3.552</td>
<td>20.126</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Covariances</td>
<td>2917.474</td>
<td>822</td>
<td>3.549</td>
<td>28.561</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Residual</td>
<td>2931.360</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>3.540</td>
<td>42.447</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement Residual</td>
<td>2979.550</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>3.566</td>
<td>90.637</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: Δχ², differences in square; ΔCFI, differences in CFI; Δdf, differences in df; CFI, comparative fit index; df, degrees of freedom; P, level of significance; χ², square.

**FIGURE 2** Serial mediation model I—controlling for dark side of motivation constructs—and model II—controlling for bright side of motivation constructs. *** < .001; ¥ = 95% CI estimate indicate a significant indirect effect; significant effect →; non-significant effect ↔; BPN = Basic Psychological Needs; unobserved paths: BPN Satisfaction ↔ Enjoyment = 0.11 [−0.04-0.26]; BPN Satisfaction ↔ Intention = 0.06 [−0.07-0.19]; Autonomous Motivation → Intention = 0.17 [0.03-0.30]; BPN Frustration ↔ Enjoyment = −0.08 [−0.22-0.06]; BPN Frustration ↔ Intention = −0.04 [−1.17-0.08]; Controlled Motivation ↔ Intention = −0.07 [−0.18-0.04].
4.3  |  Multigroup analysis

The structural model displayed invariance (Δ CFI < 0.01) between male and female exercisers, meaning that both similarly perceive the impact of motivational determinants, enjoyment, and intention to continue exercising on exercise persistence. To the best of our knowledge, no study has ever tested between genders the HMIEM sequence, or structural invariance, much less the current hypothesized model in the exercise context. Nevertheless, existing studies testing multigroup analysis on motivational determinants have shown that male and female individuals experience exercise participation in a similar manner, regulate their behavior toward exercise equally, and perceive enjoyment in a similar way when exercising.

4.4  |  Overall considerations

Examining the overall hypothesized model, the current research adds new insights into how the HMIEM can be extended, considering both sides of motivation on emotional, cognitive, and behavioral outcomes. Starting with the bright side of motivation sequence, supportive interpersonal behaviors had a significant indirect effect on autonomous motivation via BPN satisfaction, leading to significant estimates on enjoyment and higher levels on intention to continue exercising and ultimately resulting in increased rates of exercise persistence. The present results support previous studies considering only parts of this sequence, specifically the predictions of interpersonal behaviors on basic needs satisfaction, the effect of basic need satisfaction on behavioral regulation, enjoyment on intention to continue exercising, and ultimately the impact of intentions toward exercising in the future on persistence. BPN satisfaction had an indirect effect on enjoyment via autonomous motivation, showing that the satisfaction of basic needs is essential for promoting autonomous motivation, proving itself to be a strong predictor of positive outcomes, including enjoyment, and thus corroborating past literature.

As for the dark side of motivation, our results corroborate those of Rocchi and Pelletier, showing that perceived thwarting behaviors predicted basic needs frustration. In turn, as current results show, BPN frustration was positive and significantly related to controlled motivation, explaining that when people feel controlled by the environment, they tend to act on behavior for controlled reasons (e.g., "I exercise because my exercise instructors says so"). Similar results have been shown in the contexts of exercise, sport, and physical education. Gunnell et al have shown that when individuals perceive BPN frustration, negative outcomes are more likely to occur. Interestingly, contrarily to past theoretical literature associating controlled motivation with diminished function and negative outcomes, a significant positive direct effect on enjoyment was found. Nevertheless, no mediation effects were found on the dark side of motivation analysis. This finding should be interpreted with caution, as there might have been interpretation issues in gym exercisers’ differing approaches and avoidance of introjected regulation. More research is warranted to measure the effect of controlled regulations, as a composite score or as independent constructs, on emotional outcomes.

Regarding intention, although it had a significant effect on exercise persistence, it only explained 11% of variance. Hence, the structural model overall, considering direct and indirect effects, explained 14% of variance. This result shows that having intentions to continue acting on a behavior does not always translate into the behavior itself, as explained by Hagger and Chatzisarantis. In addition, regarding the total number of individuals who exercised during the 6 months after their self-reported initial assessment, the results showed that 82% maintained a similar exercise participation. We suspect that these percentages of exercise persistence could be related to the high levels of enjoyment perceived by exercisers and/or because of their training experience (<6 months). Current results show that enjoyment had the strongest effect on exercise persistence, explaining the need to feel pleasure and joy when acting on a certain behavior as a way of maintaining its commitment in the long term. The results corroborate the notion that engaging in regular exercise because of volitional choice and satisfaction is crucial as a way of persisting. Nevertheless, emotional outcomes have not received enough attention in terms of their prediction of intention, specifically in an exercise context, and more studies are warranted.

The present results are relevant, since they corroborate previous literature, showing significant interaction across motivational determinants, enjoyment, and intention on behavior persistence, even in the context under analysis. In addition, it was demonstrated that enjoyment is a strong predictor for promoting physical exercise persistence. Exercise instructors should create fun and pleasurable environments. Understanding what makes people enjoy exercising in gyms and health clubs, as well as how to generate an enjoyable atmosphere with others, seems crucial to increasing their persistence in exercising. For example, promoting exercise variability in training sessions according to exercisers’ feedback and suggestions could increase individuals’ exercising commitment. Fitness professionals should generate effective questions during training sessions in order to be perceived as attentive and mindful.

4.5  |  Perspective

Fitness professionals should endorse supportive behaviors when interacting with gym clients and avoid using negative feedback; fitness professionals should also not pressure
clients to perform only preprogrammed exercises. Instead, gym clients should be encouraged to improve their technique, and exercisers should receive some volitional choice of which exercises to perform that are aligned with the main structure of the individual’s exercise program. In fact, in the present study, in terms of the bright and dark sides of motivation, enjoyment always has the same tendency. It might be hypothesized that even exercisers who train for external reasons or under self-imposed pressure can still experience pleasure when exercising. Nevertheless, in the dark side sequence, the other constructs had no relevant effect on exercise persistence, contrary to the bright side sequence. This result suggests that enjoyment, as an isolated predictor, cannot promote behavior persistence. Exercisers must experience supportive behaviors in order to induce greater levels of enjoyment, eventually leading to exercise persistence in the long run.

5 | CONCLUSION

As empirically demonstrated, supportive interpersonal behaviors are key aspects to successfully promote BPN satisfaction, and hence autonomous motivation, enjoyment, intention to continue exercising, and ultimately exercise persistence in both male and female individuals.

The complexity of the hypothesized model considering the bright and dark sides of motivation, enjoyment, intention to continue exercising, and exercise persistence provides professionals with the crucial tools to promote exercise participation. According to current research, exercisers should experience enjoyment when exercising, as a way of maintaining exercise participation for at least 6 months.

5.1 | Limitations

A limitation of the present study that should be acknowledged is that we measured SDT constructs, enjoyment, and intention to continue exercising at initial assessment and exercise persistence 6 months after. It would be interesting in future studies to explore the extent to which these constructs fluctuate over time and how this influences exercise persistence. Likewise, assessing persistence over a longer period of time (eg, 1 year) could be of interest in measuring the impact of motivational determinants. In addition, since this was the first study to consider both the bright and dark sides of motivation determinants, as well as enjoyment, intention to continue exercising, and exercise persistence in an exercise context, further studies are needed to better understand this dynamic. Future studies should also test our hypothesized model under similar contexts (eg, sports) and in different cultures.

Composite scores had to be created in order to reduce the number of parameters to be estimated and to reduce possible collinearity issues, as past studies have done.\(^5\)\(^9\) Future studies should make an effort to collect larger samples as a way of measuring associations between each SDT construct independently, enjoyment, intention to continue exercising, and exercise persistence.

The “lack of persistence” does not necessarily mean that the participants have stopped exercising. It could mean that they have simply transferred their exercise elsewhere (eg, outdoor exercise, moved to a different gym). This limitation could be addressed in future research by asking non-persistent individuals to report if they were exercising at another gym or context.

The results of this study can encourage future researchers to test this hypothesized sequence on health-related outcomes (eg, healthy eating). Silva and Vieira\(^5\)\(^9\) in a sample with obese individuals revealed that a 1-year SDT intervention is capable of increasing physical activity adherence. Similarly, other experimental studies\(^6\)\(^6\)\(^6\) have shown that supportive behaviors are associated with higher intentions toward exercising and self-reported exercise commitment.
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